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//Dedicated Servers

Web SeRveRS
Opus Interactive’s web servers allow organizations a safe 
and secure way to manage their web based content and 
applications. We can provide you with all the space, security, 
power, cooling and connectivity required for your needs.

Top 5 benefits/Features
•	 Maximum uptime backed by industry–leading SLAs
•	 Flexible web server configurations
•	 Secure, state-of-the-art, SAS 70 Certified data center
•	 Multiple platform support – Windows and *nix
•	 Onsite certified, technical experts

App SeRveRS
Opus Interactive’s application servers are in an n-tier architecture 
server environment that allows third party applications to 
interface with web server front-ends and data base back-ends. 
Typical application servers hosted by Opus Interactive include 
those that run on Microsoft platforms using .NET Framework, 
such as Ektron, Sitefinity, Great Plains, SharePoint, and CRM, 
those that run on Java Platforms that can take advantage of 
JBoss and Tomcat, and those that run on open source (php) 
platforms, such as SugarCRM, Joomla, WordPress and others.

Top 5 benefits/Features
•	 Windows or Linux ready
•	 Secure Middle Tier
•	 Increased application performance
•	 Onsite technology experts
•	 Secure, SAS 70 Certified data center 

DATAbASe SeRveRS
Opus Interactive Database servers provide you with highly 
available, high performance database solutions for Microsoft 
SQL, MySQL, PostgreSQL and Oracle. Fast, reliable and 
redundant solutions are customized for specific needs and 
uses. Quality hardware, firewall protection, virtualization, cloud 
clustering and other redundancy configurations work together 
to provide you the best solution for your data storage and 
delivery needs.

Top 5 benefits/Features
•	 Fully customizable
•	 Flexible configurations
•	 State-of-the-art security 
•	 Leverage the latest technology
•	 Maximum uptime and accessibility

mAIL SeRveRS
Email services have become a must in the world today. Email 
hosting services are inherently different from typical email 
providers such as webmail sites like Gmail, Yahoo mail or 
Hotmail. Opus Interactive’s dedicated email servers allow for 
premium email services like enterprise spam and virus filtering, 
MS Exchange hosting along with custom configurations for 
the small to large organization. In addition, we can manage 
your domain name, including any email authentication. Simply 
put… it’s the email you wish you had without the spam, security 
concerns, and hassle.

Top 5 benefits/Features
•	 Spam and virus filtering using Cisco IronPort™
•	 Commercial strength solution
•	 Complete domain management
•	 “Pay for what you use” pricing
•	 Onsite email experts and assistance

If you’re looking for a solution that demands more than a virtual server can provide, or your company requires a 
dedicated server, Opus Interactive offers state-of-the-art server solutions. When you rent a dedicated server with 
Opus Interactive, we’ll build, maintain and monitor the hardware 24/7 in either a Windows or Linux environment. 

Our dedicated server offerings are designed to give you the space and security you need in a utility-based pricing 
model. You’ll save money on hardware depreciation and support costs without the large capital investment 
needed to purchase your own equipment. Our dedicated servers are housed in our Tier 3 Certified data center, 
and we use only the leading hosting technology providers, such as HP, Intel, LeftHand Networks, and Cisco.

Contact us today to learn more about Dedicated Servers and whether it’s right for your business. 


